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1. Welome to Hartebeesthoek ObservatoryJ.Jonas welomed all partiipants to Hartebeesthoek Observatory.2. Welome to the CBD, aeptane/hanges to the agendaW. Baan welomed everybody to the EVN CBD meeting, and thanked J. Jonas for theinvitation. Apologies were reeived from H. Hirabayashi, X.Y. Hong, A. Kus, R. Porasand A. Zensus for not being able to partiipate.P. Diamond noted the absene of a representative from NRAO.The agenda was aepted with some hanges. Point 5.5 ToO/Ad Ho EVN (e-- VLBI)Observations will be disussed jointly with 6.8 e--EVN & e--VLBI.P. Diamond will show some slides related to point 6.9 U--VLBI -- Haystak pro-gram.J. Gomez{Gonzales will show some slides of the new antenna in Yebes and its dedi-ation, under item 7.1 Observatory Written Reports.W. Baan proposed to irulate a questionnaire on agenda item 6.1 EVN 2010, so as to havea view from the whole Board. After some disussion (R. Booth, P. Diamond, F. Mantovaniand W. Baan) it was deided that a general disussion among all CBD members would bemore produtive, followed by a draft doument.3. Minutes of the last CBD meetingA few hanges were made to the minutes of the CBD meeting held at Jodrell Bank Obser-vatory in November 2004. The �nal orreted opy will be irulated soon. It was notedthat the Field System issue was disussed a lot at the previous Board, but it did not appearon the agenda as a separate item.The Chairman thanked T. Venturi for preparing the exellent minutes during histenure. This will be the last meeting during whih Titziana will take the minutes.ACTION ITEM: on all diretors to keep paying attention to Field System issues.3.1 Review of ation items from previous meetingsSome ation items were taken are of. The list of remaining ation items follows.{ The issue of the mobile VLBI bakend (Setion 8.7 of the May 2004 CBD meeting)remains as ation item. It was proposed to fous on one spei� station. R. Booth pointedout the di�erene between \generi aspiring stations" and Latvia (see also disussion atagenda item 8.4 Aspiring Network Telesopes).{ Ation item on the CBD Chair to explore possible ways of funding Eastern telesopeshas been explored but remains ongoing (see also disussion at agenda item 8.5 AspiringNetwork Telesopes).{ Ation item on A.Zensus on the E�elsberg onnetivity is progressing but remains on-going. It looks that a reasonable date is end of 2006, with no limit on the data rate.3



{ Ation item on P.Charlot to irulate the Board the doument on the statistis on theproposals.{ Ation item on J. Conway andM.Garrett to ensure that the European radio astronomialommunity is in ontat wrt the software orrelator development.{ Ation item on S. Garrington, H. van Langevelde and C. Reynolds to form a smallworking group to sort out the JBO Lovell slewing time problem and make it transparentin SCHED.{ Ation item on the CBD Chair to keep the issue of Calibration and Antenna{Basedproblems on any Agenda.{ Ations related to the sessions, i.e.(i) on all Diretors to give the TOG Chair the name of the loal person who willprovide him the information on the disk situation prior to eah session;(ii) on the TOG Chair to prepare a disk purhase plan and irulate it to all Diretors;(iii) on all VLBI friends to inform the EVN Sheduler on the resoures available attheir site prior to eah sessionhave generally been ful�lled (at the 90% level), but they should all be kept as a permanentation item.{ Ation item on A. Gunn to inspet the alibration �les of all antennas, in searh formajor problems.3.2 Review deisions from the last Exeutive meetingF. Mantovani went through the ation items from the previous Exeutive Meeting. Theywere all taken are of, exept for the following:OLD ACTION ITEM: a group formed by W. Baan, M. Garrett and A. Zensus are re-quested to produe and irulate a doument onerning EVN 2010 (see also agenda item6.1). New deadline added: September 1st 2005.4. EVN PC matters4.1 EVN PC Chairman's reportP. Charlot reported. The PC membership was reviewed. A number of replaements havetaken plae. M. Lindqvist (OSO) and R. Vermeulen (ASTRON) entered the PC lastFebruary 2005. J.Alolea, M. Bondi and A.Lobanov �nished their term on February 2005.The meeting was informed that A. Lobanov is on�rmed for another term (W. Alef), andT. Venturi will sueed M. Bondi (F. Mantovani). It was also pointed out that P. Charlot'shairmanship will end at the end of 2005, and a suessor should be proposed by the nextCBD meeting.A brief report on the Spring EVN PC meeting was given. The meeting was held inShanghai in Marh 2005. It was the �rst EVN PC meeting ever held outside Europe. 23proposals were reeived: 15 EVN{only and 8 global. Among the 23 proposals, 5 requested1 Gbps reording. As usual, 18 m and 6 m are the most requested observing frequenies(i.e.� 75%). The number of proposals was higher than the long term average (20). It was4



noted that the PI of one proposal omes from Serbia. Beyond the EVN PC meeting, anadditional 1 day mini{users' meeting was held in Shanghai, with tehnial and sienti�presentations. The meeting was attended by � 30 people.Some statistis on the proposals over the past two years were shown. The distribution ofPIs divided by ountries shows that the peak is for The Netherlands, followed by USA,UK, Germany and Italy. It is noteworthy that eah ontinent is present in the distribution.Furthermore, for � 24% of the proposals all authors ome from non{onsortium institutes.P. Charlot informed the Board that requests for extension of the 1{year proprietary periodare being reeived, and one issue is how to evaluate suh requests. The Board pointed outthat only exeptional irumstanes should be onsidered, i.e. a student �nishing a PhD.Lak of time to analyse the data should not be regarded as an exeptional ase. Anotherissue is the reviewing proess for e{VLBI proposals. The EVN PC feels they shouldundergo the usual refereeing proess if they have a siene ontent.R. Booth asked if the whole pipeline proess arried out at JIVE reets on the number ofproposals reeived, and P. Charlot said that it is not yet the ase.M. Garrett pointed out that the pipeline is at present more useful for the produtive useof the arhive.5. EVN Operations5.1 EVN Sheduler's reportP. Charlot reported. The frequeny sequene for Session 3{2005 has not been deided yet,mainly due to a baklog of experiments at 30 m, 5 m, 3.6 m, and 1.3 m still waitingto be sheduled.P. Diamond informed the meeting that MERLIN may not yet be available at 5 m forSession 3{2005, so the 5 m session should be postponed to February 2006. PJD alsoadded that Lovell has another work repair planned for the summer, whih will need 16 to22 weeks. In ase more than 16 weeks are neessary, both Lovell and Cm will be replaedin Session 3{2005.ACTION ITEM: on P. Charlot to inform the EVN Sheduler on the problems with Lovell.A brief disussion was arried out onerning the date of Session 1{2006. M. Garrettproposed to advane the beginning of Session 1{2006, in order to have more time at theorrelator between Session 1 and 2. It was agreed to leave the dates as they are an R.Poras' doument, i.e.:Session 1, 2006 { Feb 16 to Mar 09Session 2, 2006 { Jun 01 to Jun 20Session 3, 2006 { Ot 19 to Nov 09.5.2 Report from JIVEM. Garrett reported. He �rst showed the new organogram at JIVE as of May 2005. Apermanent appointment was given to C. Reynolds. S. Parsley is leaving JIVE. Three new5



people were hired, in partiular Oerlemans (Huygens projet), Beriano and Wuknitz(both FP6 ANGLES).Conerning the orrelator operations, 23 user experiments and 17 NME/tests were orre-lated in the period Nov 04 { May 05, and 22 user experiments were distributed to PIs.The summary of the orrelator baklog for the sessions May03 to Feb05 was shown. Session3{2003 and Session 1{2004 are all orrelated. There is one experiment remaining fromSession 1{2003, due to lak of information from the PI. Three out of 13 experiments fromSession 1{2004 are still waiting for orrelation (PC{Int and HDF{N), and they will beorrelated in June 2005. Finally 1 out of 20 experiments for Session 3{2004 and 3 out of12 experiments for and Session 1{2005 are still in the orrelator queue.The most reent milestones were reviewed. Among them the �rst suessful 1 Gbps userexperiment; the �rst all disk experiment (now the standard for EVN{only observations);the �rst global MK5A experiment, inluding Australian fringes to Europe.Conerning the disk logistis, the reyling time is improving. Mixed tape{disk operationsare now routine, and the fration of disks inreased sine November 2003.The data quality is improving both with regard to the reliability and to the robustness ofthe orrelation. Developments in the real{time mode for the orrelation have onsiderablyhelped this proess.The data arhive at JIVE is up and working. The whole proess to aess the �les and fur-ther information onerning a given experiment was shown. A new FITS arhive orrelatorsearh mask is now available.On the Users' Support front, the FTP{VLBI tests are ontinuing. They are ruial indeteting problems prior to the beginning of the observing sessions. A ontinued e�ortis done to produe Tsys measurements for eah station, and to arry out shedule pre{heking.The Huygens projet was briey reviewed. It is a major suess, and there are hopes toextend the ontrat.M. Garrett pointed out that Huygens had many positive impliations for the EVN andGlobal VLBI, suh as for instane the MK5A units for the VLBA and JIVE. Furthermore,30 MK5 disk paks were added to the EVN inventory. The development of high-resolutionsoftware spetral orrelation is under way. And JIVE has featured in more than 200 majornational and international mass media; major siene publiations are expeted to follow.L. Gurvits presented some Huygens VLBI results.5.3 MPIfR Correlator reportW. Alef reported. The most important developments of the orrelator hardware andorrelation software were listed. Conerning the operations, the MPIfR orrelator hasno baklog at the moment, and hardly any reorrelation is needed. The orrelation of 512Mbps observations (the standard for mm VLBI runs), with mixed tape (VLBA) and disk(EVN) operations, is under ontrol and works smoothly.5.4 Network Performane and Reliability 6



W. Alef reported on the last two sessions (Session 3{2004 an Session 1{2005), based on adetailed doument prepared by Z.Paragi (JIVE). Here some of the most relevant generalpoints are summarised.{ The shedule pre{heking at JIVE is very suessful;{ SCHED and the Field System work well for MK5 experiments;{ near real{time fringe heks are suessful and improving further;{ tape drive related problems are disappearing.F. Mantovani asked if the NME tests are still neessary with the advent of the ftp testprior to eah session. He pointed out that there are some problems related with theadministration. It looks they are still neessary.Session 1{2005 was good in terms of telesope performanes, but the bad weather andsnow were a problem at some stations (Eb and Wb). Minor failures were reported at M,Jb, Cm and On. F. Mantovani ommented on the problem of the lak of ftp fringes fromMediina in the K{band. The people in Mediina are working on this, however the reasonhas not been spotted yet.W. Alef ommented that the last two sessions went very well, and hopes that this willontinue in the future. The Board aknowledged these good results, and underlined thatit important to keep up with the attention and all the e�orts needed. However, despitethese enouraging results, the pereption of the EVN as a poorly alibrated network is stillalive. A major goal is to �nally remove this feeling, whih omes from the old VLBI days.ACTION ITEM: on all Diretors to make sure that personnel at eah telesope remainsmotivated, so as to ensure and improve the good performane of the EVN over the pastfew sessions, and to enourage them to submit EVN proposals.6. EVN tehnial developments6.1 Report from TOGW. Alef reported on the last meeting, held in Jodrell Bank in November. The MK5 systemis fairly stable now. For this reason the presene of a Haystak representative in the TOGis less pressing these days. The next TOG meeting will be held in Onsala on July 1st 2005.The agenda for that meeting has not been �nalised yet.W. Alef pointed out that the EVN members gave a major ontribution to the TOW heldin May in Haystak, both in terms of letures and tutorials.6.2 EVN alibrationW. Alef showed a table with the median absolute amplitude alibration error for the EVNstations, derived on the basis of Session 3{2004. The table inludes the information at 5and 6 m, and in the K{band. The bad performane of Nt and Tr was noted. M. Garrettnoted with surprise the reasonable quality of the K{band amplitude alibration, despitethe opaity and sensitivity problems at this high frequeny.M. Garrett asked for the spread of the errors for eah site and frequeny during eahsession, but the information is not available.7



The automati agging is now taken are of in Nt. Wb is the only remaining station yetto make this feature available.With major satisfation the Board aknowledged the very good performane obtained byUrumqi in K{band, reognizing the hard work the Urumqi sta� did to reah this result.ACTION ITEM: on W. Baan to ensure that automati agging is implemented at Wb.6.3 MK5 Status (A & B)W. Alef reported. The most relevant points an be summarized as follows:{ All EVN stations are now equipped with MK5A;{ all sessions in 2005 have been disk{only (for the EVN stations). Starting from May2005, MK5 shedules are handled by the Field System:{ at present � 100 MK5A systems have been deployed, and � 1000 8{pak disks arein irulation;{ the VLBA is going to MK5;{ the disk failure rate is of the order of 0.5% (mostly at the beginning of their life);{ SATA disk modules will be available in late 2005.{ three prototype MK5B under test will be available in late 2005;{ the MK5B ompatibility upgrade will be taken are of at a later stage;{ MK5B at 1 Gbps is suessful. The aim is to have 1 Gbps default for ontinuumobservations;{ the required disk spae for eah station, estimated on the basis of 10 days ontinuumobserving at 1 Gbps, is in the range 20{100 TB, depending on the load of eah station andon the number of sheduled experiments.Conerning the MK5 disk status, the inventory was shown, divided station by station. Atpresent there are 678.7 TB available, whih is the equivalent of more than 1000 tapes. Theneed for the Jun05 session is of the order of 200 TB, so in priniple there is no problem.There are diÆulties in traking the disks, and not all disks have been aounted for.Another heking system is needed.P. Diamond asked if the MK5A {> MK5B ompatibility at the orrelator is under ontrol.M. Garrett replied that he relies on the development at Haystak, as agreed in the originalMk5 desription. Hardware and software hanges are involved, and these days JIVE laksthe manpower to deal with this.W. Alef pointed out that MK5B may beome really neessary if (a) either the VLBA movesto MK5B, or (b) in the more likely ase, that an aspiring new station (Latvia, for instane)joins the network, whih may well happen before the end of 2006. As a �nal remark, hesuggests that M. Garrett and A. Whitney get in touh on this issue.ACTION ITEM: on the CBD Chair to invite the Haystak Diretor to the next CBD, inorder to failitate better ommuniation issues of ommon interest.6.4 PC EVN developments 8



No report was reeived from A. Mujunen.L.Gurvits informed the meeting that Huygens was suessfully arried out by PC EVN inAustralia, at the LBA stations.ACTION ITEM: on W. Alef to ask A.Mujunen about progress with PCEVN related de-velopments, and to submit report on this issue at the next CBD meeting.6.5 EVN data arhiveT. Venturi briey reported on the subjet. The �rst part of the projet has been ompleted.The Bologna atalogue of EVN observations points to the Correlator Data Arhive at JIVE,so the same information an be aessed both from the EVN Correlator Arhive web pageand from the EVN atalogue.6.6 Digital BBC developmentW. Baan reported. A Critial Design Review on DBBC development was held on May2nd. The report on this meeting has already been distributed to the Board. Apart fromsome tehnial onerns, the review ommittee was very positive about the design, and theprojet looks feasible. G.Tofani has also informed the Chairman that IRA was willing toaept the risks inluding the prodution of the dBBC prototypes. The Review Committeemade the following reommendations:{ the CBD to ommend and endorse the e�ort of the DBBC team;{ the CBD to onsider Haystak as a partner for ollaboration;{ the CBD to on�rm that the DBBC team gives the highest priority to repliate thefuntionality of analogue BBCs.(1) the team to revise the design and provide new timeline and osting;(2) further review as soon as possible;The suggested hanges shift the timesales of the prototype (now end of 2005).F. Mantovani on�rmed that G. Tofani was willing to take the responsibility and risk (even�nanial) to produe these prototypes, and asked the CBD to approve the projet.P. Diamond asked for some lari�ation on point (1), and for new ost estimates. He wasanswered that G. Tuari expets some development over the summer.Conerning the osts, W. Alef reported that Haystak and the SETI team are going forvery heap designs (of the order of 8000 USD), while the lower limit for Tuari's designis 10{12 kEUR. The whole system would ost � 40 kEUR to get straight into the MK5Bsystem.P. Diamond suggested that the review ommittee looks at the reply G. Tuari made totheir reommendations.W. Baan requested that the CBD \blesses" the projet.M. Garrett pointed out the the DBBC projet has to work, for the EVN to be takenseriously as a VLBI tehnology developer. He asked if the development at Haystak is inompetition with the EVN projet. The answer is no (WA).R. Booth said that the timesale for the revision should be kept under ontrol.9



F. Mantovani said that some (very limited) �nanial support may be neessary, and askedif the EVN is still ready to give suh support.P. Diamond asked for a formal letter with an estimate of the amount involved.It was deided that the DBBC development is an oÆial EVN projet.ACTION ITEM: on W. Baan to ommend the DBBC team and report the CBD deisionsto Tuari and the DBBC Team. A revised �nanial plan and the planning for the projetshould be ommuniated to the Board.ACTION ITEM: on W. Baan to get in touh with Haystak on the DBBC issue. F.Mantovani, W. Alef and G.Tuari should also be part of this proess.6.7 e{EVN and e{VLBIM. Garrett reported on the progress on e{VLBI. Problems are spotted and solved. Asiene experiment was arried out on 11 Marh 2005 resulting in a tentative detetion ofSN2001em, despite some failures in the orrelator. Operation at 64 Mbps is now stable,even on baselines to Areibo; operation at 128 Mbps is promising, and the e�ort now isto make it robust; operation at 256 Mbps works at present in tests between On and Wb.Fringes at 512 Mbps have not yet been ahieved.e-VLBI still has some data ow problems. There are problems between JIVE and thestations, and these need to be solved. The situation and plans are presently as follows:{ suessful tests were arried out between JIVE and Areibo;{ problems with Mk5 software led to the failure of e{VLBI experiments at the begin-ning of the year;{ to establish a reliable e{VLBI network and the start of serious siene experimentsare now the goal.M. Garrett reported also on the EXPReS I3 proposal (EXpress Prodution Real-time e{VLBI Servie). The proposal has two main goals: reliable e{VLBI servie (SA1), andNetwork Provision for global e{VLBI network (SA2).A suessful demo was arried out at the IST{2004 exhibition. Regular tests are plannedin advane and take plae every 6 weeks (until June 2005). Another demo is planned forJune 2005. An e{VLBI demo will be the highlight of the EC PR event to be hosted atJIVE. EC Commissioner Potonik is expeted to start the demo.R. Booth suggested to invite a few teams to propose a set of experiments (ontinuum andspetral line).P. Diamond pointed out that few people would be interested in applying for e{VLBI at64 Mbps with few antennas, sine the EVN an o�er muh more in terms of apabilitiesthese days.L. Gurvits suggested that the EVN PC looks for feasible observations, to be arried outboth with standard VLBI and e{VLBI.R. Booth expressed in favour of a team interested in advaning e-VLBI development anddebugging. He also pointed out that more testing would be better, sine this is really anew tehnique. 10



M. Garrett reminded the meeting that tests are now routinely arried out every 6 weeks.This means that the EVN exists also beyond the regular VLBI sessions, and that theinvolved people at eah site are very motivated. He suggested that this tool should beproperly advertised.ACTION ITEM: onW.Baan/CBD to inform J. Conway that the regular e-VLBI test obser-vations should ontinue. Conway is asked prepare a Call for experimental e-VLBI sieneproposals to be formally evaluated by the EVN PC that may used be as ommissioningexperiments during the regular engineering test sessions.ACTION ITEM: on P. Charlot to inlude the information on the EVN e{VLBI apabilitiesin the Otober Call for Proposals.6.8 ToO and AdHo e{VLBI observationsA doument provided by J. Conway was the basis of the disussion onerning ToO andAdHo e{VLBI observations. CBD should take a deision on whether e{VLBI should beonsidered an oÆial faility of the EVN, and/or if further testing is needed.Some reommendations were made to the CBD. Short term goals should be: (1) to userealisti siene observations for tehnial debugging for e{VLBI, and (2) to soliit exper-iments using the new apabilites enabled by e{VLBI. Long term goals should be: (1) todevelop a poliy for Target of Opportunity observations, and (2) to advertise out{of{sessione{VLBI in the EVN Call for Proposals.M. Garrett reported on the ToO issue, referred to as " EVN Rapid Response Observations"(ERROs).The present status of EVN, i.e. more exible and reliable, makes it neessaryto onsider the potential of EVN ToO experiments. Furthermore, e{VLBI gives real{timefeedbak, whih is important for the reliability of ToO tests. For omparison, the amountof ToO at the VLBA is of the order of � 1{2% of the total requested time. Within theEVN, the major problem is the alloation of Eb and Wb, with a full observing shedulebeyond the EVN sessions. At the VLBA the Rapid Response Siene (RRS) proposals areevaluated within 24 hours.M. Garrett asked the CBD to onsider the following sheme for ERROs:{ advertise limited RRS by Otober 1st;{ request 120 hr/yr to eah diretor;{ use the same EVN Cover Sheet, but email it only to a restrited number of people, i.e.the PC Chair, the Sheduler, the Correlator representative;{ PC Chair approves without onsultation with the whole PC, and responds within 24 hr;{ the telesopes are ontated and observations take plae within 48 hr;{ the RRS data are orrelated and made available to the PI immediately;{ the data may be pipelined at JIVE;{ the data is publily released after 6 months.W. Alef expressed his worry for the availability of Eb on suh short timesale.F. Mantovani autioned that the EVN situation is di�erent as ompared with the VLBA,and that ToO with e{VLBI requires a whole new struture for the EVN.11



ACTION ITEM: on all Diretors to hek the availability and situation at eah telesope,suh that a deision an be taken very soon.ACTION ITEM: on M. Garrett to produe a doument with the proposed guidelines forERROs, and irulate it among the Board.6.9 UVLBI { Haystak programmeP. Diamond reported. The proposal for UVLBI was submitted to NSF, for 1, 2 & 4 GbpsVLBI reording. Support letters were reeived from the EVN, Ar, and NRAO/GBT,however only � 1/3 of the requested money was reeived. In 2005 1 Gbps bakend will bedelivered at GBT only. In the future it is expeted that Haystak will support 2 & 4 Gbpsaquisition hardware and disk resoures at GBT and Ar one/year.A doument/some slides reeived from Haystak were shown and are summarised as fol-lows:{ UVLBI is a joint e�ort between Haystak, EVN, JIVE and NRAO;{ an agreement needs to be reahed on sheduling between Haystak and the EVN;{ the suess of UVLBI is essential to the \health" of VLBI worldwide;{ EVN/Haystak future ollaborations on e{VLBI, MK5B, DBBCs and UVLBI are veryimportant.Considering the above points, it was pointed out that some ommuniation problems arestill exist between EVN and Haystak. 1 Gbps reording is now a standard for the EVN,and M. Garrett said that the word \UVLBI" should disappear from the Call for Proposals,in this partiular regard. In partiular, it was important that users should think of 1 Gbpsas the EVN default, rather than something that has to be arefully justi�ed.W. Baan further reported on some omments and proposals made from R. Poras, whihsuggest: 1) that proposals for UVLBI should be reviewed as any other proposal; 2) thatHigh Sensitive Array (HSA) and NRAO aept the urrent EVN proedure for globals andfor PC review; 3) that HSA ommits to support global runs regardless of whih proposalsare aepted; 4) that aknowledgement of eah other e�orts is important and must beonsidered.R. Booth proposed to invite Haystak diretor Joe Salah to the EVN CBD. P.Charlotunderlined it is also important to keep NRAO in the loop.ACTION ITEM: on W. Baan to write Haystak on the UVLBI issues, in order to improvethe ommuniation between Haystak and the EVN. The letter should be {ed to J.Ulvestad.6.10 Next generation EVN orrelator development SW & HWP. Diamond distributed a doument on orrelator developments for MERLIN. The bud-getary quotations for the new generation of hardware and software orrelator developmentswere briey disussed. The prie estimated in the doument is valid if the new orrelatoromponents are produed in 2007, along with the EVLA orrelator.12



R. Booth expressed his worry for the very high osts, and it is unlear how they ould befaed.M. Garrett pointed out that the EVN orrelator has a limited lifetime. Some problemsalready showed up on some station units, and some options should soon be onsidered.F. Mantovani informed the meeting that an Italian group from ESA is also working onorrelator developments.ACTION ITEM: on the CBD Chair to keep the orrelator development on the agenda forfuture meetings.ACTION ITEM: on F. Mantovani to provide M. Garrett names and addresses of the Italiangroup involved in the orrelator development issues.7. Institute Reports7.1 Observatory written reportsA few additions were made to the written reports irulated ahead of the meeting.J.Gomez{Gonzales showed some slides on the �nal steps of the Yebes 40{m telesopes andits dediation, whih took plae on 26 April 2005.J. Jonas reported that the surfae upgrade at HartRAO has �nished, and the 22 GHzreeiver should soon be available. The prototype reeiver should be delivered by the endof July 2005. The Board expressed satisfation with the new 22 GHz Rx at HartRAO andthe antiipated sensitivity of the long north{south baseline.7.2 Planned engineering work at the telesopesThe following engineering works are planned at the EVN stations:{ the Lovell telesope will be involved in work repair for 16 { 22 weeks, starting diretlyafter Session 2{2005;{ work in Eb will also take plae between Session 2 and 3 (2005).8. Global relations8.1 EVN representation on other bodies. IVS & GVWGF. Mantovani reported on the IVS. The role of IVS is to provide support to geodesy,geophysis and astrometry, and to integrate VLBI in a Earth global observing system.Among the data produts are TFR, ICFR, and other Earth observation parameters. TheIVS has a direting Board, with permanent, temporary and at large members.Three meetings were held in Noto at the end of April 2005, 1) the 13th IVS DiretingBoard Meeting, 2) the 6th IVS Analysis Workshop, and 3) the 17th working meeting onEuropean VLBI for Geodesy and Astrometry, whih led to the formal foundation of theEVGA. The IVS vision doument VLBI2010 presents the urrent and future requirements13



for the geodeti VLBI system, in partiular the mm{preision of the stations positions.The next orrelators generation is also an issue for the IVS.The Third IVS Tehnial Operation Workshop was held at Haystak (May 9{12 2005).Fifteen EVN people were present, out of a total of 60 partiipants.A GeoNet FP6 proposal (European Network of Terrestrial Referene Points for Geodesyand Radio Astronomy) was submitted on 3 Marh 2005. It is intended to be a oordinationativity with 9 Networking Ativities, i.e. no researh and no instruments are involved,and the requested amount is 2 MEuro for three years. The guidelines of the proposal wereshown. A major role is played by the integration between radio astronomy and geodetiativities. This proposal has lear onnetions with NA3, JRA1 and ALBUS in RadioNet.L. Gurvits reported on GVWG. There are 4 EVN representatives in the working group,and S. Parsley should be replaed beause he is leaving JIVE. Some onern was generallyexpressed for the low-level of ativity within GVWG.8.2 NRAO report & VLBA operationsNo report was reeived from NRAO. W. Baan reported on the planned Senior Reviewof all NSF supported failities in the USA. The NSF has to �nd 30M$ in the budget fordevelopments in the optial and to support ALMA operation. In relation to the future ofthe VLBA, NRAO Diretor Fred Lo has requested the EVN to onsider possible senariosfor future ollaborations in global VLBI operations with the VLBA and EVN.ACTION ITEM: W. Baan to write a letter to Fred Lo. Content to be deided at theExeutive Meeting on May 25th 2005.8.3 VSOP reportNothing was added to the written report already irulated.8.4 Aspiring Network TelesopesL. Gurvits and W. Baan reported on progress made at some of a total of 20 telesopesspread among Eastern Europe and Asia. In partiular, the telesopes of Evpatoria andIrbene were progressing well in their preparations. Baan and Gurvits have made a visitin Marh to the Evapatoria/Kharkov group in order to review progress and to disusspartiipation in EVN with the Ukraine Aademy of Siene and the Ukraine Spae Ageny.W. Baan pointed out that the u{v overage would improve tremendously with the additionof only a subset of suh antennas.P. Diamond asked the Board if EVN is indeed looking for expansion and pointed out thatin suh ase reliability and help would be a major issue.L. Gurvits urged the Board to take a lear deision wrt helping to the aspiring telesopes,in partiular for Latvia and Evpatoria. It seems that the ase of Latvia and Evpatoria isdi�erent from the other stations. They have enthusiasti teams with money and alloatedresoures. However, they need help from the EVN with the installation of MK5 systemsand for the initial operations. 14



F. Mantovani asked how they would purhase the remaining bakend, and pointed outthat a spare formatter is urrently in Mediina. Gurvits replied that they would be ableto buy DBBCs one they are available. A Chinese mini-DBBC already exists, though itsavailability should be heked. A possible \tiger team" is already organized for furtherhelp at eah site.P. Diamond supported the idea of a demo with MK5 and the Chinese mini-DBBC inLatvia �rst and in Evpatoria at a seond stage. A formatter may also be borrowed fromsome network antenna. Provided the availability of the Chinese mini-DBBC system, aomplete bakend system an be put together.R. Booth urged the CBD to take a positive and �nal deision on this issue, whih has beenon the EVN agenda for a long time now.J. Gomez{Gonzales asked RB what would be the onsequenes of a negative attitude fromthe EVN, and the answer is that those institutes would not support radio astronomy anylonger.The CBD deided that the support to Latvia and Evpatoria is now identi�ed as an EVNativity, led by Onsala on behalf of the EVN.ACTION ITEM: on the CBD Board to form a support team for Latvia and Evpatoria.ACTION ITEM: onW. Baan and R. Booth to notify the Diretors of Latvia and Evpatoriaof the deision of the EVN Board and of the plans wrt the MK5 demo. A timesale of 1year should be spei�ed in the letter.9. EU Contrats9.1 General FP6 RadioNet issuesP. Diamond said that it looks that the �nanial part of RadioNet report has been aepted.9.2 FP6 RadioNet EVN Aess TNANothing was added to the report already irulated.10. Funding and Cooperation Proposals10.1 Researh Infrastruture \EXPReS"Nothing was added to the information provided by M. Garrett under the agenda item 6.7(see minutes at that setion).11. EVN Annual ReportACTION ITEM: on all Diretors to deliver their ontributions on time.15



12. VLBI Shools and Symposia12.1 Next Generation Correlator WorkshopM. Garrett informed the Board that the details of the Otober meeting have not beendeided yet. S. Parsley is leaving JIVE, and this is making the organisation diÆult.12.2 Interferometry ShoolsP. Diamond reported that there has been very good response to the European RadioInterferometry Shool (ERIS), whih will be held in Manhester/JBO in September 2005.About 70 partiipants have registered. They mostly ome from Europe. Nobody from theUSA has registered.13. EVN NewsletterThe Board reognised that the EVN Newsletter is a suess and should be ontinued.Chairman W. Baan and the Board thanked Ra�aella Morganti (ASTRON) for the jobwell done on the Newsletter over the past two years. F. Mantovani informed the meetingthat Carlo Stanghellini will take over this support ativity.14. Date and Plae of the next meetingF. Mantovani proposed to have the next CBD meeting and the Autumn RadioNet meetingin Bonn. This will be heked with A. Zensus. The proposed dates are 28 { 30 November2005.15. Any other businessChairman W. Baan thanked Titziana Venturi for the exellent minutes she has pro-vided during the period of his hairmanship.On behalf of the CBD the Chairman thanked Justin Jonas Beryl Coetzee for the warmhospitality at Hartebeesthoek and for the wonderful arrangements made for this meeting.ACTION ITEM: on N. Csonka to ollet all PowerPoint presentations of this meeting andirulate them to the attendants.The meeting losed at 18.45 after a few farewell words by W. Baan.
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16. Review of Ation Items16.1 Ation items arried out from previous meetingsACTION ITEM: The issue of the mobile VLBI bakend (Setion 8.7 of the May 2004 CBDmeeting) remains as ation item. It was proposed to fous on one spei� station.ACTION ITEM: on the CBD Chair to explore possible ways of funding eastern telesopeshas been explored but remains ongoing.ACTION ITEM: on A.Zensus on the E�elsberg onnetivity is progressing and remainsongoing.ACTION ITEM: on P.Charlot to irulate the Board the doument on the statistis onthe proposals.ACTION ITEM: on J. Conway and M.Garrett to ensure that the European radio astro-nomial ommunity is in ontat wrt the software orrelator development.ACTION ITEM: on S. Garrington, H. van Langevelde and C. Reynolds to form a smallworking group to sort out the JBO Lovell slewing time problem and make it transparentin SCHED.ACTION ITEM: on the CBD Chair to keep the issue of alibration and antenna{basedproblems on any agenda.ACTION ITEMS related to the sessions whih remain ongoing:(i) on all Diretors to give the TOG Chair the name of the loal person who will providehim the information on the disk situation prior to eah session;(ii) on the TOG Chair to prepare a disk purhase plan and irulate it to all Diretors;(iii) on all VLBI friends to inform the EVN Sheduler on the resoures available at theirsite prior to eah session.ACTION ITEM: on A. Gunn to inspet the alibration �les of all antennas, in searh formajor problems.16.2 New Ation Items3. Minutes of the last CBD meetingACTION ITEM: on all diretors to keep paying attention to the Field System issues.OLD ACTION ITEM: a group formed by W. Baan, M. Garrett and A. Zensus are re-quested to produe and irulate a doument onerning EVN 2010 (see also agenda item6.1). New deadline added: September 1st 2005.5.1 EVN Sheduler's reportACTION ITEM: on P. Charlot to inform the EVN Sheduler on the problems with Lovell.5.4 Network Performane and Reliability17



ACTION ITEM: on all Diretors to make sure that personnel at eah telesope remainsmotivated, so as to ensure and improve the good performane of the EVN over the pastfew sessions.6.2 EVN CalibrationACTION ITEM: on W. Baan to ensure that automati agging at Wb is being workedon.6.3 MK5 status (A& B)ACTION ITEM: on the CBD Chair to invite the Haystak Diretor to the next CBD, inorder to failitate better ommuniation issues of ommon interest.6.4 PC EVN developmentsACTION ITEM: on W. Alef to ask A.Mujunen about progress with PCEVN related de-velopments , and to submit report on this issue at the next CBD meeting.6.6 Digital BBC developmentACTION ITEM: on W. Baan to ommend the DBBC team and report the CBD deisionsto Tuari and the dBBC Team. A revised �nanial plan and the planning for the projetshould be ommuniated to the Board.ACTION ITEM: on W. Baan to get in touh with Haystak on the DBBC issue. F.Mantovani, W. Alef and G.Tuari should also be Part of this proess.6.7 e{EVN and e{VLBIACTION ITEM: on W.Baan/CBD to inform J. Conway that the regular e-VLBI testobservations should ontinue. Conway is asked prepare a Call for experimental e-VLBIsiene proposals to be formally evaluated by the EVN PC that may used as ommissioningexperiments during the regular test sessions.ACTION ITEM: on P. Charlot to inlude the information on the EVN e{VLBI apabilitiesin the Otober Call for Proposals.6.8 ToO and AdHo e{VLBI observationsACTION ITEM: on all Diretors to hek the availability and situation at eah telesope,suh that a deision an be taken very soon.ACTION ITEM: on M. Garrett to produe a doument with the proposed guidelines forERROs, and irulate it among the Board.6.9 UVLBI { Haystak programmeACTION ITEM: on W. Baan to write Haystak on the UVLBI issues, in order to improvethe ommuniation between Haystak and the EVN. The letter should be {ied to J.Ulvestad. 18



6.10 New generation orrelator development SW & HWACTION ITEM: on the CBD Chair to keep the orrelator development on the agenda forfuture meetings.ACTION ITEM: on F. Mantovani to provide M. Garrett names and addresses of the Italiangroup involved in the orrelator development issues.8.2 NRAO report and VLBA operationsACTION ITEM: W. Baan to write a letter to Fred Lo. Content to be deided at theExeutive Meeting on May 25th 2005.8.4 Aspiring Network TelesopesACTION ITEM: on the CBD Board to form a support team for Latvia and Evpatoria.ACTION ITEM: onW. Baan and R. Booth to notify the Diretors of Latvia and Evpatoriaof the deision of the EVN Board and of the plans wrt the MK5 demo. A timesale of 1year should be spei�ed in the letter.11. EVN Annual ReportACTION ITEM: on all Diretors to deliver their ontributions on time.15. Any other businessACTION ITEM: on N. Csonka to ollet all PowerPoint presentations of this meeting andirulate them to the attendants.
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